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Music Making In The Early Years





MUSIC AND THE HEALTHY BRAIN 

More than virtually any activity, active music making that involves seeing, 

hearing, touching, moving – engages all of our senses providing one of the 

richest learning environments there is.

Music is a whole brain experience it supports children in a wide range of ways 

including;

•	 Attachment 

•	 Emotion 

•	 Stress reduction 

•	 Positivity reward

•	 Positive memory 

•	 Learning language 

•	 Learning patterns 

•	 Motor control 

•	 Cushioning transitions

This booklet provides a range of suggestions and links to resources compiled 

by Groundswell Arts to support your music practice within your setting.





AN AUDIT OF YOUR SETTING

Carry out an audit of music making in your setting. This may help to identify 

areas you want to develop further. 

•	 We sing every day in my setting 

•	 We use songs as part of our daily routines 

•	 We use songs and musical exercises alongside other activities such as 

outside play, story time, and craft 

•	 We use active music making as part of our planned literacy and math’s 

activities 

•	 We know more than 20 nursery rhymes and children’s songs 

•	 We use instruments as a group in our active music making sessions 

•	 We	encourage	music	making	in	the	free	low	environment	both	inside	and	
outdoors

For each of these headings ask if these are things that occur a lot, a bit, or not 

really at all. This can start to inform your areas for development. 



ROUTINES AND RITUALS

Many EY settings and schools use songs to support changes within the timetable 

and transitions throughout the day. 

These songs can be used for Hello time, Goodbyes, tidy up time, washing hands, 

and lining up.

When establishing new routines these songs can be an important way of 

supporting transitions and establishing a strong sense of community. 

It may be nice to explore a range of songs for saying Hello or explore the 

languages of your setting. 

Familiar	starters	or	welcome	songs	are	always	helpful	 for	starting	of	a	group	
music making session. 

It is good to have songs, which focus on children’s names. Go down to the eye 

level of the child and focus on creating eye contact with each child as you sing 

to reinforce their sense of belonging in the session.





CULTURE AND HERITAGE

Explore the musical traditions and songs and heritage of the children of your 

setting can you invite a parent of a child in your class to share a song or dance 

this can enrich the musical experience of all the children in the setting and 

practitioners. 

•	 Challenge yourself to sing Hello in other languages that 

represent the languages of the children in your class. 

•	 Challenge yourself to learn a songs from the 

children’s cultures to encourage inclusion.







WELCOME SONG SUGGESTIONS

01 Have you brought your talking voice? 

Have you brought your talking voice – YES WE HAVE YES WE HAVE! 

Then repeat with 

•	 Loud voice 

•	 Whispering voice 

•	 Fast voice 

•	 Slow voice 

•	 Grumpy voice 

•	 Opera voice 

•	 High voice 

•	 Low voice 

•	 Squeaky voice 

•	 Singing voice etc.

This exercise prepares children for listening and taking part in musical activity it 

explores key elements of music making like pitch (high and low) dynamics (loud 

and quiet) and tempo (fast and slow)…you can explore and experiment with all 

key	elements	of	music	changing	your	voice	and	making	diferent	sounds.	It	 is	
important to encourage playfulness with your voice. This supports expression 

and	exploration	and	children	build	conidence	in	the	sounds	they	can	make	it	
also	helps	them	to	diferentiate	the	sound	of	their	talking	voice	from	the	sound
of their singing voice. 



02 Hello song

Hello Johnny Hello 

Hello Johnny Hello 

Hello Johnny Hello 

Hello Johnny Hello 

Or Hello Johnny it’s nice to see you here  

03 Too wit too woo 

Looking at each child – singing their name – smile with your eyes – use puppet 

or picture of an Owl, children love to stroke the owl as you sing to them

Too wit too woo Too wit too woo

I’ve got my eyes on you  (Angela) 

04 Congolese hello

Mama Sarah…. I e le ley e 

Iye 

Iye le le Iye Le le eee

I Ye 

Papa Jeremy etc.



05 Jumping bean 

Jack is a jumping bean 

Biggest bean you’ve ever seen 

He can jump so high 

He can nearly touch the sky 

06 Trains at the station

Trains at the station and it just wont leave 

cos we’re waiting for Jenny will they get on please

Now Jennies on board hear the whistle blow 

And when we’re all on board we’ll be ready to go

07 Walking down the avenue 

Here comes Mary walking down the avenue 

Walking down the avenue all day long 

Here comes Mary walking down the avenue 

Walking down the avenue 

Singing a song.  





ATTACHMENT

The very earliest exposure to music increases a baby’s mental age, 

communication skills and language development. Very young babies 

understand complex rhythms equally as well as simple ones. For babies, 

listening to music with a strong drumbeat will promote rhythmic movement of 

the child and it is this rhythmic awareness that can be linked to very early brain 

development. We also know that singing or vocal communication with young 

babies and ‘Motherese’ style musical interactions strengthens attachments 

and bonds and can help to calm not only the child but also the parent/carer or 

practitioner.

The	following	songs	are	good	for	physical	closeness,	tickling,	inger	plays	etc.	
and can take place facing the practitioner or parent for eye contact, on laps or 

even during nappy changing times.  



08 The Leopard has lots of spots 

Spots spots spots spots 

The leapord has lots of spots 

What a lot of spots he’s got 

The tiger has stripes like long thin pipes 

But the leopard has lots of spots spots spots spots 

09 Round and round the garden 

Round and round the garden 

Like a teddy bear

One step 2 step tickle him under there 

Round and round the haystack 

Like a little mouse 

One step 2 step into his little house

10 Little spider

I have a little spider I’m very fond of him 

He runs up to my shoulder 

And he jumps on to my chin 

He climbs up to my nose 

And he jumps onto my head 

And when he’s feeling tired 

He runs back home to bed 

Goodnight 



11 Boa constrictor song

I’m being swallowed by a boa constrictor

I’m being swallowed by a boa constrictor

I’m being swallowed by a boa constrictor

And I don’t like it very much. 

Oh no he’s up to my toe 

Oh gee he’s up to my knee

Oh my he’s up to my thigh

Oh rotten he’s up to my bottom 

Oh	iddle	he’s	up	to	my	middle	
Oh alarm he’s up to my arm 

Oh jest he’s up to my chest 

Oh heck he’s up to my neck 

Oh dear he’s up to my ear 

Oh sigh he’s up to my eye

Oh dread he’s up to my head

12 Little Johnny dances 

Little Johnny dances on my hand he dances 

Little Johnny dances on my hand he dances 

On my hand hand hand 

On my hand hand hand

Little Johnny dances 





INCLUSION

Songs in a range of languages or more sound based songs are particularly 

accessible for children who experience English as their second language. 

These songs also enable children to develop a strong sense of pulse and are 

easy to teach in a way that lends itself to exploring  dynamics and tempo. 



13 Ooh a lay lay
(made up- call and response)

Ooh a lay lay 

Ooh a lay lay 

Mala tika tumba 

Mala tika tumba 

Ooh a lay 

Maluwa Maluway

 14 Funge Alaia 
(Kenya)

Fanga	Alaia	
Ache Ache 

Fanga	Alaia	
Ache Ache

 15 Abeyo  

(Aboriginal song sung as walking into the village for welcome) 

Abeyo

Abeyo

Abeyo beyo beyo mama

Abeyo beyo beyo mama



16 Bombella 

(Ghana –passing song) 

Bombella Bombella Westimala

Bombella Bombella Westimala

Keep the rhythm and pass the stone along

Keep the rhythm and pass the stone along

17 Dikole Danawa 

(Ghana – passing song)

Dikole kole Danawa Dikole kole dikole 

Dikole kole Danawa Dikole kole dikole

18 Se Mama ka 

(Kenya)

Se Mama ka 

Se Mama ka 

Ruka ruka ruka 

Se mama ka 

Tem beya Tem Beya 

Tem Beya Tem Beya 

Ruka ruka ruka 

Se Mama ka 



19 Oh ho watane 

(Iraqoi lullaby) 

Oh ho watane

Oh ho watane

Oh ho watane

Kia kina kia kina

Kia kina kia kina 

20 Baba a looa oshay 

(Origin unknown)

Baba a looa oshay – response 

Baba a looa oshay – response 

Ba ba ba ba ba ba ba ba ba ba ba

Baba a looa oshay

Baba a looa oshay







INCORPORATING PROPS

Use puppets, feathers, scarves, ribbons and other props to enhance music 

sessions	and	illustrate	songs.	Children	beneit	from	a	multi-sensory	approach	to	
music making and the use of props builds up visual associations for words and 

lyrics and enhances language opportunities. 

Scarves/ ribbons / hats – particular good for sensory experience and to give a 

sense of rhythm and timing  and help to animate a variety of songs and activities. 



21 One Bright Scarf

One bright scarf waiting for the wind to blow

Wiggle it high and wiggle it low

Shake it fast and shake it slow

Whre did it go?

22 Shake and stop

Shake and shake and shake  and stop 

Shake and shake and shake and stop 

Shake and shake and shake and stop 

And lets shake some more 

Can you shake really high 

Can you shake really low 

Can you shake really fast 

And really slow 

And lets shake some more 



23 Shake your shakers 

Shake your shakers in the air 

Shake them here 

Shake them there 

Shake your shakers in the air 

Shake your shakers 

Shake them high and shake them low 

Shake them yes, shake them no 

Shake them high and shake them low 

Shake your shakers 

Shake them up and shake them down 

Rub your shakers on the ground 

Shake them up and shake them down 

Shake your shakers 

Shake them near 

And Shake them far 

Shake them like your driving a car 

Shake them near 

And Shake them far 

Shake your shakers 





24 The lift 

The lift goes up and the lift goes down 

The lift goes up and the lift goes down 

First	loor	
Second	loor	

Third	loor	
Fourth	loor	

And down down down down down down

 25 Peekaboo 

I can play at Peekaboo 

Who can play at Peekaboo? 

Peeka peeka peeka peeka Boo 

Where Oh where is my little Annie

Where can my Annie be 

Where Oh where is my little Annie 

Where can my Annie be



 26 Popcorn 

Popcorn kernels 

Put them in the pot 

Shake them all about 

And watch them go POP 

27 Jack in the box 

Jack in the box

Sits so still 

Will he come out? 

Yes he will 

28 Here’s a green leaf 

Here’s a green leaf, and here’s a green leaf and that you see makes 2 

This is the bud, which starts to bloom 

So watch it grow for you 

 29 Up like a rocket 

Up like a rocket

Down like the rain 

Back and forward 

Like a choo choo train



 30 Snail song  
(use ribbon to demonstrate slow and fast) 

Snail snail snail snail 

Goes around and around and around 

Mouse mouse mouse mouse 

Runs and runs and runs and runs 

31 Driving 
(create a steering wheel with a scarf or a ribbon)

I’m driving in my car 

I’m driving in my car 

Beep beep toot toot 

I’m driving in my car 

32 Hat song 
(try to sing the exact timing of removing the hat) 

Harry has got his hat on Harry has his hat on Harry has his hat on and now it’s 

coming	of.	





PHONEMIC AWARENESS

Phonemic awareness is the ability to notice, think about or work with the individual 

sounds in words. Songs that promote this help to consolidate skills that will be 

useful as children grow into readers later on. 



33 Willaby Wallaby Wu 

Willaby Wallaby Wusan

An elephant sat on Susan

34  Silly soup

(Use letter sounds to add different objects into the soup)

I’m making lots of silly soup 

I’m making soup that’s silly 

I’m going to put it in the pot 

To keep it nice and chilly 

35 Row your boat – other rhyming variations 

River / polar bear / shiver 

Beach/ Dinosaur/ screech 

Pond/ Fairy/ wave your magic wand 

Shore/ Lion/Roar

Stream/ Crocodile/Scream 

Creek/ Little Mouse/ Squeak

Bay/ Pirate ship/ Sail the other way







DANCING SONGS

Dance is a powerful ally for developing many of the attributes of a growing child. 

Dance helps children mature physically, emotionally, socially, and cognitively.

Children move naturally. They move to achieve mobility, they move to express a 

thought or feeling, and they move because it is joyful and feels wonderful

We must provide opportunities for children to move and dance.



36 We’re going to the circus

We’re going to the circus 

We’re going to the fair 

To see a senorita 

With	lowers	in	her	hair	
So shake it shake it shake it 

Shake it all around 

Shake it like a milkshake 

And do the best you can 

So roll it to the bottom 

And roll it to the top 

And turn around and turn around until you better stop 

37 The Penguin song

Have you ever seen a penguin come to tea 

Take a look at me a penguin you will see 

Penguin’s attention, Penguins begin

Right hand (Right hand slaps thigh)

Followed by : left hand / right hand  & left hand / right foot (Stamps)/ right 

hand, left hand, right foot / left foot / right hand, left hand, right foot, left foot / 

bottoms out/right hand, left hand, right foot, left foot, bottoms out, and tongues 

out./ As above and turn around,



38 If I call your name will you come and dance 

(Nigerian circle song)

If I call your name will you come and dance 

If I call your name will you come and dance 

Betty come and Dance 

Betty come and Dance 

Dance your Mama dance 

Dance your Papa dance 

Pee pee pee pee too sabi dance

39 Singing in the rain

I’m singing in the rain 

Just singing in the rain 

What a glorious feeling 

I’m thumbs up 

A cheechy cha 

A cheechy cha 

A cheechy cha cha ( x 2) 

And sway and sway

( shoulders back, knees together , bottoms out, turn around etc.) 





WORKING WITH INSTRUMENTS

 
This	can	be	an	area	which	non-music	experts	ind	challenging	here	are	some	

ideas	to	start	you	of.	

Recognise children’s music making and consider how you might plan for it or 

extend it, children make music everywhere. Do the instruments always need to 

be in the same place? How can you enliven the possibilities for instruments and 

sound making to be made available indoors and out? 

A	good	ilm	to	look	at	in	regards	to	this	is	

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vCdh1XDsydA

Explore making instruments, found sounds; metal or wooden sounds explore 

diferent	types	of	beaters	

Try playing games where instruments are hidden and children have to guess who 

is making the sound. 



Hiding sounds 

Having a child hide an instrument and another child identify the sound – can 

do this with Lucy locket or other familiar rhymes in a circle or with small groups 

of	children	in	the	free	low

Using a hoop and a teddy to conduct sounds 

Children love to be in control give them opportunities to physically conduct 

their	peers	in	diferent	ways	
Children can jump in and out of a hoop to control starting and stopping or they 

can make a teddy dance to control the playing. 

Conversations 

Listening and responding to others, Improvisation, Creativity, Exploring call and 

response	dialogues	one	to	one	or	in	small	groups	encourage	diferent	ways	of	
playing scraping, tapping, banging, shaking etc. 

Can Segway with a small song 

‘Conversations what shall we play today?’



Turn taking with drum

“Listen hear I come somebody special gets the drum.” 

Support one child at a time to play the drum while singing this refrain and 

encouraging turn taking between children. 

Making up songs 

Help	children	to	develop	their	own	songs	using	simple	sing-song	melodies	and	
scribe their words and instrumental ideas with them. 

Record	their	ideas	and	play	them	back	to	encourage	their	vocal	conidence.	

Pass the tambourine 

Have children try to pass the tambourine in a circle without making a sound

Pictures

Use pictures to match sounds and create musical sequences or scores 



Opportunities for story 

Think of stories, which lend themselves to soundscapes well e.g. ‘Bears In The 

Night’, ‘We’re Going On A Bear Hunt’, ‘Dinosaur Rumpus’, weather stories etc.

Use	a	large	role	of	paper	to	map	a	sound-scape	and	have	children	take	turns	
jumping on the paper to conduct a musical piece based on a story you can 

begin with voices and then choose instruments as children become more 

conident.	

Go on sound walks and draw maps and add the sounds you hear to the 

pictures. Use easispeak microphones or sound buttons or pegs to capture 

sounds on the walks. 

Make graphic scores using symbols and graphics to mark make their music 

and play it back.

Dance or paint along to recorded music or respond children’s playing with your 

own marks 







SONGS WITH LYCRA

Children feel the rhythm as a group by pulling the lycra they also learn to play and 

work	together,	well	for	ine	motor	skills,	and	children	can	control	dynamics,	pulse,	
and tempo 



40 Zoom Zoom  

(Bounce a soft toy on the lyrcra as a group)

Zoom Zoom Zoom 

We’re going to the moon 

Zoom Zoom Zoom We’re going to the moon 

So if you want to take a trip just climb into my rocket ship and 

Zoom Zoom Zoom 

We’re going to the moon 

5,4,3,2,1 

BLASTOFF 

41 The big ship sails on the Ally Ally O 

(Move the lycra – people can sit under as well )

Well the big ship sails on the Ally Ally O 

The Ally Ally O 

The Ally Ally O 

Well the big ship sails on the Ally Ally O on the last day of September 

We all dip our hands in the deep blue sea 

The captain says it will never never do 

The big ship sank to the bottom of the sea



42 Five plump peas

(Stretch out the cloth let go on POP) 

5 plump peas in a pea pod pressed 

One grew , 2 grew and so did all the rest 

They grew and they grew and they just didn’t stop 

They grew so big that the peas went pop 

43 Rain is falling 

(Also works nicely with drums) 

Rain is falling , Rain is falling 

All around 

All around 

Pitter patter raindrops 

Pitter patter raindrops 

Hit the ground 

Hit the ground 



IMPORTANT LINKS

Groundswell Arts 

For resources and all audio for songs listed in this booklet 

www.groundswellarts.com/Resources.html

Instruments and props 

http://www.mesdirect.com/shops/mes/Default.aspx

Good link to world music songs 

http://www.mamalisa.com/
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